This paper discussed the reasoning algorithm of hybrid causality diagram with fuzzy method, it map continuous-value into discrete states mainly, and this algorithm can also deal with fuzzy multi-value causality diagram, continuous-value causality diagram. The construction steps of membership functions were developed, the probability of event state was proposed. The calculation method of posterior probability of the interesting variable was given when evidence received, and the corresponding calculation formula is derived. This theoretical construct in this paper provides a new inference engine for inference under two types of uncertainty: fuzziness and randomness. At last, two examples are given which show that the algorithm is effective.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the theory of causality diagram, which is mainly applied to fault diagnosis [1, 5] , has greatly developed in many domains, so that some models such as single-value causality diagram [2] , multi-value causality diagram [1, 4] and continuous-value causality diagram [3] were proposed, learning parameters are discussed [6, 7] . Causality diagram is a probabilistic reasoning method that previous work mainly dealt with accurate probability [1-5, 8, 9] . However, it is difficult to dispose in reality because there is fuzziness of failure probabilities of the basic event variables and the linkage event variables in large-scale complex system in some instance. It is necessary to introduce fuzzy set theory into causality diagram because the preceding causality diagram theory is difficult to dispose of this problem. Fuzzy causality In reference [3] we can find the reasoning method of continuous-value causality diagram, as well, the reasoning method of the multi-value causality diagram in reference [4] . In this paper, we will discuss the reasoning method of hybrid causality diagram. To the hybrid causality diagram, we first employ fuzzy set theory, discretize the continuous variables that included the causality diagram, translate the causality diagram into multi-value causality diagram, and then using the multi-value causality diagram reasoning. 
FUZZIFICATION OF VARIABLES
Although a fine quantization of continuous or crisp variables would naturally lead to high precision of inference, such a precision is often not required or not relevant to the purpose of application. On this point, fuzzification of continuous or crisp variables and fuzzy evidence of genuinely discrete variables provide an efficient way to the reduction of amount of computation and the complexity, and it likely to improve the stability and smoothness of the system performance.
We recognize that fuzziness is an aspect of vagueness and uncertainty which is indeed different from probability. Briefly, probability is a measure of undecidability in the outcome of clearly defined and randomly occurring events, while fuzzy set membership is concerned with the ambiguity or undecidability inherent in the description of the event itself. Fuzzy sets are an extension of classical crisp sets. As a way for reasoning, there is nothing fuzzy about fuzzy set theory, though many aspects of it are not formal and not optimal. In practice, fuzzy set theory has emerged as a user-friendly profitable tool for controlling complex engineering systems and industrial and knowledge-based expert systems.
Fuzzy Random Variables
In general, consider a crisp variable x defined in a crisp set X. X is called the frame of x. A fuzzy set X i can be defined on the top of the crisp set X (reference [10] )
Where u X i (x) is called the membership function of x belonging to the fuzzy set X i , and Now suppose that we fuzzify x into a fuzzy random variables u which only takes discrete states from a set, the frame of u Here, m is the number of fuzzy states for u. Each state X i is a fuzzy set defined on the support set X
The conditional probability of a fuzzy set X i given the crisp variable x is defined by Generally, we require the frame U of u is complete, meaning that Therefore, the marginal probability of X i can be obtained as Through the discretization to use fuzzy set theory, the continuous variables transform discrete variables, and the probability of every state is equal to the weighted sum of the state's probability. Therefore, through the fuzziness, the discrete multi-value causality diagram and the continuous-value causality diagram and the hybrid causality diagram are unified discrete multi-value causality diagram.
The Construction of Membership Function
Concretely, we adopt the method to construct the membership function u X i (x) as follows:
1) Analyze the background of problem and fix on the value domain of the discussing question. 2) Determine the construction of the membership function. For example, the Z type membership functions can be selected when the fuzzy concepts have a downtrend, the S type membership functions can be selected when the fuzzy concepts have a uptrend, and the middle type (such as triangle, normal etc.) can be selected when the fuzzy concepts concentrate a local position. 3) Determine the element of the value of the membership function belonging to the fuzzy set is 1 and 0. If the position of the value is 1 of the membership function more obvious, the membership function more be selected the sharp type (such as triangle, normal etc.); if it has an
interval of the value is 1 of the membership function more obvious, the membership function more be selected the smooth type (such as trapezoid, diamond etc.) 4) Determine the fuzziest point (the value of the membership function belonging to the fuzzy set is 0.5). If the fuzziest point and the critical points of the value of the membership function belonging to the fuzzy set are 0 and 1 become the linear array, the membership function can be selected triangle or trapezoid, otherwise, normal, diamond and Cauchy are selected. 5) Determine the symmetry of distribution. If the uncertainty is symmetrical, to select the symmetrical distribution (normal, symmetrical triangle, symmetrical trapezoid and so on), otherwise, to select the asymmetrical distribution (asymmetrical triangle, asymmetrical trapezoid and so on) for the membership function. 
THE REASONING OF HYBRID CAUSALITY DIAGRAM 4.1. The Membership Function of Reading Variable
In hybrid causality diagram, every continuous event variable (only includes basic event variable and node event variable, not includes linkage event variable) X has a corresponding reading variable R X , which could get continuous value. R X is an assistant variable to expressing the fuzzy knowledge of X, it has no influence to the structure of causality diagram and the causality relations, and only has fuzzy corresponding relation F with the states of X, this is expressed by the membership function u X i (r), which represents the degree that the one of the values r of R X corresponds one of the state X i of X . For example, if X represents fever, it can be subdivided into two states , X 1 represents low fever, X 2 high fever. R X represents the value of the temperature, the possible value domain is 37°C ~ 40°C. We can define the value domain X 1 is 37°C ~ 38.5°C, X 2 is 38.5°C ~ 40°C. In order to express the fuzzy nature that people distinguish low fever and high fever, we assume the membership function r of is u X 1 (r) and u X 2(r).
Supposing the event variable , N is state number,
membership function the state of X i . For example, the value domain of reading variable R X is [a 0 , a N ], the limit of state i-th and i + 1-th is a i (i = 1, 2 Λ, N-1), the corresponding fuzzy domain is 2 f i , indicated by Fig. 3 .
, the membership function of asymmetrical trapezoid is:
The construction of membership functions are derived according to the actual situation. For example, Fuzzy statistical method, two-element comparing sequencing, method of expertise, and so on.
The Computing Way of Probability Pr(X R )
According to section 3.1, the probability Pr(X R ) is The understanding to equation (1): if r is located in non-fuzzy domain, then to X R , the corresponding Pr(X R ) is equal to the probability value Pr(X i ) of X i ; if r is located in fuzzy domain then to X R , the corresponding Pr(X R ) is equal to the weighted average of the probability value Pr(X i ) of X i , the weight function is corresponding membership function u X i (r).
So the probability is P(X R ) is
THE COMPUTING OF POSTERIOR PROBABILITY BASED ON THE EVIDENCE E WHEN THE READING VARIABLE R H OF THE INTERESTING VARIABLE H GETS SOME VALUE r H

The Understanding to Evidence E
In the case of fuzzy state, the gotten evidence E is actually the corresponding reading value of some event variables, not the state of some event variables in non-fuzzy state, i.e. E = E 1 E 2 E n , n is the number of evidence, E i is one variable value r i of the corresponding reading variable R X i for one basic event variable or node event variable X i .
The Computing of Posterior Probability
In the case of fuzzy state, there are two cases for the computing posterior probability: 1) interested thing is the value r H of the corresponding reading variable R H for one variable H, it is a point of reading; 2) interested thing is one state H i of one variable H, it corresponds the whole point set of the membership degree u H i (r) = 1for the reading variable R H , and the posterior probability of any point r H in this set is equal to the posterior probability of H i , so it can be changed into one value r H of the reading variableto R H making computing.
According to section 4, uses the fuzzy random variable instead of the corresponding reading variable, the computing of posterior probability can be changed into the followings: According to Bayesian formula, we get
According to section 3 and section 4, we can get the probability value Pr(X 1 R ),…, Pr(X n R ) of X R 1 ,…, X R n . So the equation (3) is translated into how to get the occurring probability Pr{X R 1 X R n } and Pr{H R X 1 R X R n }, according to the thought of algorithm in reference [4] that the multiply value causality diagram translate into single value causality diagram, supposing the virtual equivalence state X R 1 ,…, X R n occurs independently with each other, then H R is one of the fuzzy random variable as the same as X 1 R ,…, X R n , so the computing of the occurring probability Pr{H R X R 1 X R n } is similar to the probability Pr{X R 1 X R n }. For detail, please refer to reference [4] .
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 6.1. Example 1
A subsystem of nuclear steam generator in nuclear power [2] , its causality diagram shown in figure 4 . Given the Evidence E = X 1 X 2 , based on reasoning algorithm of this paper, we can obtain symmetrical triangular membership function for event failure conditional probability, the simulation result as Fig. 5 .
Here, the symmetrical triangular membership function as follows:
According to Fig.5 , it easy draw a conclusion, if X 1 and X 2 in fault, the fault is most likely caused by X 3 event. But X 3 is node event, it is caused only by the basic event B 4 , B 5 or B 6 . Owing to Pr(B 4 /E) is the biggest, it means the reason of the fault is caused by B 4 . The result is coincident with fact [2] . It shows that the reasoning method of this paper is right and reliable. In the same problem, if we use the symmetrical trapezoid membership function Fig. 6 is the event failure conditional probability of the symmetrical trapezoid membership function. According to Fig. 6 , we can draw the same conclusion.
Example 2
This is an example of the fault diagnosis of pressure vessel that the causality diagram shown in figure 7 [12] , the meaning of node event variable shown Figure 6 . Given the evidence E = X 1 X 2 . Trapezoid membership function for event failure conditional probability, x is conditional probability, y is confidence.
also in figure 7 marked by X 1~X4 , and the meaning of basic event variable shown in Table 3 Assumed the probabilities of all the linkage events are 1, the parameter of the normal membership function α = β , namely, it is the symmetrical normal membership function, the value of the parameter come from inference [13] shown Table 3 .
Use the reasoning algorithm, the posterior probabilities are expressed by fuzzy number, they are difficult that be compared each other, it need to be defuzzied and Cheng and Hwang's fuzzy ranking methods [14] to be adopted 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we bring forward a fuzzy reasoning algorithm based on hybrid causality diagram. It presents the calculation method of posterior probability of some reading variable's value of interested variable H, and presents the reasoning process of corresponding calculation formula. It is easy to find that this algorithm can deal with fuzzy multi-value causality diagram, continuousvalue causality diagram and hybrid causality diagram. This theoretical construct provides a new inference engine for inference under two types of uncertainty: fuzziness and randomness.
